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ABSTRACT 
 
Carbon was utilized as reactive element to modify the microstructure using forced mixing during 
crystallization of the Al-Si alloy by rotation and stirring.  We nucleated the material on SiC 
substrates while the Al-Si melt was rotated with a speed of 30rpm in a graphite crucible.  Several 
experiments were performed and parameters such as time of mixing, soaking temperature, 
rotation rate of the substrate and rate of cooling during the solidification was changed.  We 
observed dendrite and cell morphologies during the solidification of rotating melt.  The 
microstructure was characterized by optical microscopy and SEM-EDX and compositional 
spectroscopy. The effect of carbon impurities was studied on the solidifying microstructure.  When 
we used the longer soak time of the melt in presence of carbon impurities we observed the 
destruction of dendritic morphology and the formation of cellular and colony structures. Similar 
approach has been used for Ga2O3, a novel large bandgap material also. 
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